
Kibosh Fastfreeze Kit

TLSE265 For 15mm & 22mm metal, plastic, and
multi-layer pipes

This Kibosh FASTFREEZE Kit contains everything
you need to create a fast, effective ice plug.

The Kibosh FASTFREEZE Clamp is a fast and
efficient pipe freezing solution to create and
maintain an isolating ice plug for pipe isolation.

-

Pipe freeze spray is injected into the freeze
clamp to create a very focused freeze for rapid
ice plug creation

-

The contact foam inside the clamp cavity
absorbs the freeze spray and allows it to
evaporate slowly through the vent hole; this
quickly cools down the pipe wall and the water,
creating an isolating ice plug within the pipe

-

Includes 1 x 15mm and 1 x 22mm
FASTFREEZE clamp, and 1 x large
FASTFREEZE spray; allows this kit to work with
8-10mm micro-bore pipes, 14mm – 16mm
pipes, and 21mm – 22mm pipes

-

Uses less freeze gas than traditional foam
sleeves to create and maintain an isolating ice
plug, and can be used on most types of pipe –
copper, steel, plastic, lead or iron

-

Used with Kibosh FASTFREEZE Spray, will
freeze to -30°C, and will typically freeze a
15mm copper pipe in 3-5 minutes; can also be
used with most other pipe freeze spray brands

-

Fits in tight spaces and around clipped pipes
and is designed to be re-used; the contact foam
is also suitable for multiple uses

-

The 15mm clamp accommodates 14mm –
16mm pipe, including: UK ½” copper (14.8mm),
15mm &16mm/US 1/2 pipes; also includes
reducers for freezing 8-10mm micro-bore pipe

-

The 22mm clamp accommodates 21mm –
22mm pipe, including: UK ¾” Copper (21mm),
US ¾” pipes &½” steel pipes

-

Specifications

Use With 15mm & 22mm metal, plastic, and multi-layer pipes

Repair Type Temporary

Colour Blue



Dimensions 12cm W x 22.5cm L x 8cm H

Temperature Limit 85°C (185°F) at 6 Bar

Sold as 1 each

Weight .7 kg

Composition Glass filled nylon, with foam insert

Includes

1 - 15mm FastFreeze Pipe Clamp (TLSE260)

1 - 22mm FastFreeze Pipe Clamp (TLSE261)

1 - Fastfreeze Spray Can (TLSE270)

4 - Contact Foam Pads

4 - 8-10mm Pipe Reducers

1 - Fluid Insert Straw

1 - Instructions

Technical Documents

Kibosh FASTFREEZE Pipe Freeze Spray

https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/EN_GB_MSD_V1041.pdf

